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FOREt'lORD 
This report is a summary of the work 
performed on NASA Contract NA~8-31944. The 
investigation was conducted for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, George 
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, 
Alabama. The Contracting Officer's Technical 
Representative was Mr. F. Villella. 
The short-term objective of this preliminary 
study of transistors, diodes, and FETS is to 
evaluate the reliability of these discrete 
devices, from different manufacturers, when 
subjected to power and temperature step 
stress tests. 
The long-term Objective is to gain more 
knowledge of accelerated stress testing for 
use in future testing of discrete devices, as 
well as to determine which type of stress 
shoul, be applied to a particular device or 
design. 
This report is divided as follows: descrip-
tion of tests, figures, tables, and appendix. 
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INTRODUCTION 
DCA Reliability taboratory, under Contract 
NAS8-3l944 for NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, 
has compiled data for the purpose of evaluating 
the effect of power/temperature step stress when 
applied ~o a variety of semiconductor devices. 
This report covers th~ transistor JANTX2N41S0 
manufactured by General Semiconductor and 
Transitron. 
A total of 47 samples from General Semiconductor 
and 48 from Transitron were submitted to the 
process outlined in Table 1. In addition, two 
control sample units were maintained for 
verification of the electrical parametric testing. 
TEST REQUIREMENTS 
Electrical 
All test samples were subjecteo to the electrical 
tests outlined in Table 2 after completing the 
prior power/temperature step stress point. These 
tests were performed using th~ Fairchild Model 600 
High-Speed Computer-Controlled Tester. Additional 
bench testing was also required on the devices. 
2.2 Stress Circuit 
The test circuit shown in Figure 1 was used to 
power ~11 the test ~evices ouring the power/temper-
ature stress conditions. The current was set by IE 
and the voltage was varied in order to comply with 
the specifieo power rating for this device. At 
least one of the devices was subjected to Maximum 
1 
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Rated Power (~1RP). All remaining devices were 
subjected to no less than 90' of MRP. See Figure 1 
for load resistance values and voltages. 
2.3 Group I - Power Stress 
Thirty-two units, 16 from each manufacturer, were 
submitted to the Power Stress Process. The 
transistors were stressed in SOO-hour steps at 50, 
100, 125, 150 and 175 percent of maximum rated 
power (MRP) for 2500 hours or until 50% or more of 
the devices in a sample lot failed.* Electrical 
measurements were performed on all specified 
electrical parameters after each power step. See 
Table 1. (*See Notes at end of text.) 
2.4 Group II - Temperature Stress I 
Thirty-two units, 16 from each manufacturer, were 
submitted to the Temperature Stress I Process. 
Group II was subjected to 1600 hours of stress at 
maximum rated power in increments of 160 hours. 
The temperature was increased in steps of 2SoC, 
commencing at 7SoC and terminating at 300 0 C or 
until 50% or more of the devices failed.* Electri-
cal measurements were performed on all specified 
electrical parameters after each temperature step. 
See Table 1. 
2.5 Group III - Temperature Stress II 
Thirty-one units, 15 from General Semiconductor 
and 16 from Transitron, were submitted to the 
Temperature Stress II Process. Group III was 
subjected to 112 hours of stress at maximum rated 
power in increments ?f l~ hours. The temperature 
was increased in steps of 25°C, commencing at 
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lSOoC and terminating at 3000 C or until SO, or 
more of the devices 1n a sample lot failed.. Elec-
trical measurements were performed on all 
specified electrical ~arameters after each 
temperature step. See Table 1. 
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
Group I - Power Stress 
General Semiconducto~, Inc. The GSI sample lot 
I .~ 
completed 1500 hours of Group I Testing before the 
lot was stopped because 50% of the lot had failed. 
The first catastrophic failures occurred 10 hours 
into the 125% MRP step. Serial numbers 9423, 9426 
and 9428 faile~ due to excessive ICBO leakage. The 
next failures occurred 50 hours into the 125' MRP 
step~ Serial number 9421 failed the maximum 
VCE(SAT) limit. Serial number 9416 was removed 
from testing as a MIL-S-19500 fai!ure. The next 
catastrophic failure occurred 250 hours into the 
125' MRP step. Serial number 9427 failed due to 
excessive ICBO le~kage. The last failures occurred 
500 hours into the 125% MRP step. Serial 
numbers 9414, 9417 and 9419 failen due to 
excessive ICBO leakage. Typical characteristics of 
this sample lot's performance were: 
1) The mean value for ICBO changed 
21.34~A from an initial mean of lS.S7nA 
to a final mean of 21.36~A. 
2) The mean value for VCE(SAT) 1 changed 
Q.500mV from an initial mean of 431.lmV to 
a final mean of 422.6mV. 
3) The mean value for VCE (ShT)2 
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changed l7.80mV from an initial mean of 
856.0mV to a final mean of 838.2mV. 
4) The mean value for hPE changed 
16.00 from an initial mean of 127.7 
to a final mean of 143.7. 
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The control units for this sample lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group I Testing. 
Transitron. The Transitron sample lot completed 
the entire 2500 hours of Group I Testing with a 
total of seven catastrophic failure. The first 
failure occurred 50 hours into the 125\ MRP step. 
Serial number 9468 failed the maximum VCE(SAT)1 
limit. The next failures occurred ISO hours into 
the 150\ MRP step. Serial numbers 9471 and 9472 
failed due to excess i ve I CBO leakage. The next 
failure occurred 250 hours into the 150\ MRP step. 
Serial number 9480 failed due to excessive I CBO 
leakage. The nc~t failures occurred 10 hours into 
the 175\ MRP step. Serial number 9476 failed the 
maximum ICBO and minimum hPE limits. Serial 
number 9477 failed the maximum VCE(SAT)l and 
VCE (SAT)2 limits. The last failure occurred 2~ 
hours into the 175\ MRP step. Sn.rial number 94~9 
failed the minimum hF£ limit. Typical characteris-
tics of this sample lotts performance were: 
1) The mean value for ICBO changed 
391.7nA from an initial mean of 2.Bs4nA 
to a final mean of 394.6nA. 
2) The mean value for VCE(SAT)1 changed 
1l8.9mV from an initial mean of 336.BmV to 
a final mean of 45S.7mV. 
3) The mean value for VCE(SAT) 2 changed 
25B.OmV from an initial mean of 676.3mV to 
4 
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a final mean of °14.1mV. 
4) The mean value for hFE changed 2.500 
from an initial mean of 110.3 to a final 
mean of 132.8. 
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The control units for this snmple lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group I Testing. 
Statistical Summar~ - Group I. Table 4 outlines 
the results of Group I - Power Stress Process for 
each of the electrical parameters and all 
measurement points fo~ both GSI and Transitron. 
3.2 Group II - Temperature Stress I 
3.2.1 Gene~al Semiconductor,. Inc. The GSI sample lot 
completed the entire l~OO-hour Group II Testing 
with a totel of six catastrophic failures. At 160 
hours into the 7S0C-temperature step, serial 
number 9435 was removed from testing as a 
MIL-S-19S00 failure. The first catastrophic 
failure occurred 160 h~urs into the lO~OC-tempera­
ture step. Serial number 9499 failed the minimum 
hFE limit. The next failure occurred 160 hours 
into the lSOOC-temperature step. Serial num-
ber 9437 failed due to excessive ICBO leakage. The 
next failure occurred 160 hours into the 
200°C-temperature step. Serial number 9433 failed 
t:,e mi n imum hFE 1 imi t. Also at this point in time, 
serial number 9~34 was removed from testing as a 
MIL-S-19S00 failure. The next failures occurred 
160 hours into the 225°C-temperature step. Serial 
number 9430 failed due to excessive ICBO leakage. 
The last failures occurred 160 hours into the 
27S 0 C-temperature step. Serial numbers 9439 
5 
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and 9442 failed du~ to excesaive IR leakage. 
Typical characteristics of this sample lot's 
performance were: 
1) The mean value for leBO changed 
6.42B~A from an initial mean of 26S.3nA to 
a final mean of 6.693~A. 
2) The mean value for VCE(SAT)l changed 
11.80mV from an initial mean of 447.7mV to 
a final mean of 459.SmV. 
3) The mean value for VCE (SAT)2 changed 
6.400mV from an initial mean of 908.1mV 
to a final mean of 914.5mV. 
3) The mean value for hFE changed 
108.8 from an initial mean of 369.7 to 
a final mean of 260.9. 
4) The mean value for hFE changed 
11.70 from an initial mean of 107.6 to 
a fi~al mean of 119.3. 
The control units for this sample lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group II Testing. 
Transitron. The Transitron sample lot comp!eted 
the entire 1600-hour Group II Testing with only 
one catastrophic failures. The failure occurred 
160 hours into the 3000 e-temperature step. Serial 
number 9488 failed the maximum VCE(SAT)l and 
VCE (SAT)2 and minimum hFE limits. At this point in 
time, serial numbers 9486, 9493 and 9495 were 
removed as visual rejects due to handling. Typical 
characteristics of this sample lot's performance 
were: 
1) The mean value for Ieno changed 
3~6.3nA from an initial mean of 4.8S1nA to 
a final mean of 401.2nA. 
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2) The mean vallIe for VCE(SAT) 1 changed 
750.9mV from an initial mean of 346.lmV to 
a final mean of 1.097V. 
3) The mean value for VCE(SAT) 2 changed 
;36.5mV from an initial mean of 82S.SmV 
to a final mean of 1.462V. 
4) The mean value for hFE changed 
14.08 from an initial mean of 103.2 to a 
final mean of 89.12. 
The control units for this sample lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group II Testing. 
Statistical Summary - Group II. Table S of this 
report outlines the results of Group II -
Temperature Stress I Testing, for each of the 
electrical parameters and all of the measurement 
points pertaining to both General Semicond~ctor, 
Inc. and Transitron. 
Group III - Temperature Stress II 
Gener3l Semiconductor, Inc. The GSI sample lot 
completed the entire 112-hour Group III Testing 
with a total of seven catastrophic failures. The 
first failure occurred 1~ hours into the 
lSOOC-temperature step. Serial number 9455 failed 
due to excessive leBO leakage. The next failures 
occurred 16 hours into the l7S0 C-temperature step. 
Serial numbers 9454 ~n~ 9458 failed due to 
excp.ssive ICBO leakage. The next failures occurred 
16 hours into the 200°C-temperature step. Serial 
numbers 9449 and 9451 failed due to excessive ICBO 
leakage. The next failure occurred 16 hours into 
the 22S0 C-temperature step. Serial number 9444 
7 
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failed due to exce~aive IR leakage. The last 
failure occurred 15 hours into the 3000 e-tempera-
ture step. Serial number 9443 failed due to 
excessive leBO lea~age. Typical characteristics of 
this sample lot's performance were: 
1) The mean value for leBO changed 
2.88S~ from an initial mean of 4S.74nA 
t·) a final mean of 2.931uA. 
2) The mean value for VCE(SAT)l 
changed 1. 800mV f rom an in i t i al mean I,f 
479.~mV to a final mean of 48l.4mV. 
3) The mean value for VCE (SAT)2 
changed 6.000mV h'"',r. an initial mean of 
983.4mV to a fin:,\ fl"Jan of 989.4mV. 
4) The mean value for hFF. changed 
3.7 from an initial mean of 108.3 to 
a final mean of 112.0. 
The control units for this sample lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group II Y ~~stin9. 
Transitron. The Transitron sample lot completed 
-
the entire ll2-hour Group III ~e.tin9 with one 
catastrophic failure. The fal~u,e occurred 16 
hours into the 225°C-temperature step. Serial 
number 9499 failed the maximum VCF,(SAT)1 limit. 
Rerial number 9~O~ was removed 16 hours into the 
2750 C-temperature step as a visual reject due to 
handling. Typical characteristics of this sample 
lot's performAnce were: 
t) The mean value for ICBO changed 
lS.70nA from an initial mean of 1.~65nA 
to a final mean of 17.36nA. 
2) The m~an value for VCE(SAT)l 
changed O.600mV from an initial mean of 
8 
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398.8mV to a fin1l mean of 399.4mV. 
2) The mean value for VCE (SAT)2 
changed l2.30mV from an initial mean of 
847.lmV to a final mean of 83~.OmV. 
4) The mean value for hPE changed 
0.100 from an initial mean of 112.9 to a 
final mean of 112.8. 
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The control units for this sample lot remained 
constant throughout the entire Group III Testing. 
Statistical Summary - Group III. Table 6 outlines 
the results of Group III - Temperature Stress II 
Testing, for each of the four electrical 
parameters and all of the measurement points for 
both General Semiconductor, Inc. and Transitron. 
4.0 FINAL DATA SUMMARY 
Table 7 statistically summarizes the change in the 
mean value from the zero-hour data to the final 
data. The graphs of Figures 2 and 4 plot the 
cumulative percent failures versus the temperature 
stress level for Group II - Temperature Stress I, 
and Group III - Temperature Stress II. The graphs 
of Figures 3 and 5 plot the time step for Group II 
(160 hours) and Group III (16 hours) versus the 
temperatures Tl and T2 calculated from Figures 2 
and 4. Tables 6 and 9 summarize the failures 
encountered for all three stress groups. The 
failures are separate~ into two categories: 
catastrophic failures in Tahle 8 and parametric 
failures in Table 9. The data from Table 8 were 
used as a source for the graphs in Figures 2 
and 4. Figures 2 ann 4 were used as a source for 
the graphs in Figures 3 and 5, respectively. 
9 
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Junction temperatu~e is plotted on an inverse 
hyperbolic scale. 
5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
An overall look at all three stress tests reveals 
that the Transitron device out-performed the 
General Semiconductor, Inc. device. 
In the Group I Testing, the General Semiconductor 
sample lot had to be stopped 500 hours into the 
125' MRP step, whereas the Transitron lot 
completed the entire testing with a total of seven 
failures. In the Group II and III Testings, 
Transitron experienced one catastrophic failure in 
each test and General Sere~~~nductor experienced 
six and seven, respectively. 
The General Semiconductor samples had surface 
inversions and leakage due to contamination. Bare 
junction areas and the extremely high temperature 
contributed to the contamination vulnerability of 
these devices. There is a voltage threshold on 
these devices where the inversion and drift of 
leBO is triggered. Once begun, the leakage 
continues to increase over many seconds. 
One Transitron failure had low resistance contacts 
to emitter, collector and base. This suggests that 
changes in the hulk silicon such as an increase in 
base resistivity caused by migration of gold under 
the heat and bias of the stress test was the cause. 
A plot showing cumulative failure distribution for 
Group II was drawn for the General Semiconductor 
10 
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sample lot (Figures 2 and 3), but a complete plot 
could not be drawn due to an early excessive freak 
failure rate in the Group III Testing. A complete 
plot could not be drawn for the Transitron sample 
lot (Figures 4 and 5) due to an insufficient 
number of main failure points in both the Group II 
and III Testings. 
~ broken circle around a marked point on the graph 
indicates a freak failure not calculated as part 
of the regression line. A solid circle around a 
marked point indicates an isolated main failure 
point. The regression line was calculated using 
the least squares methvd. 
The activation energy was calculated from the 
formula: 
t 1 = step of Group I I - Temp S t res s I 160 hrs • • 
t2 ... step of Group I I I - Temp Stress I I = 16 h rs • 
... 
= temperClture in °c of 16% 11 failure for Group I I • 
T2 .. temperature in °c of 16% failure for Group I I I • 
11 
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NOTE: 
* Conditions for failure: 
A) Open or short 
R) Leakage exceeds the maximum limit by 100 times. 
C) Other parameters exceed MIL limits by 50\ or more. 
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Rl - 800 ±5%, 2W 
R2 - Individual Part Type Calculation; R2 • 5.2V/1 ±5%; R2 ~ 27.50 ±1%, 3W E 
V+ for NPN Transistors 
V- for PNP Transistors 
FIGURE 1 
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TAtll.E 1 
TEST FLr:m DIAGRAM 
. ,. 
IhlTIAL 
ELECTRI CAL 
TESTS 
Per Tab Ie 2, 
(2) I (16) 11 I (161** (16) ,.. (16)** (1~) It I (6)** 
'Non-Operat I n9 Power Stress 
Temperature Step Temperature Step 
Stress I Stress II 
Control Group T • 25°C A 100 Percent MRP 100 Percent MRP 
Note 3 Note It 
I 
, 
I 
0.50 HRP TA • 75°C T • 1500 e 500 Hours A 
Note 1 t • 160 Hours t • 16 Hours 
I I 
1.0 HRP 
TA • 1000 e T • 175°C 500 Hours A 
Note 1 t • 160 Hours t • 16 Hours 
I I 
1.25 HRP T • 125°e T • 200°C 
500 Hours A A 
Note 2 t 
a 160 Hours t • 16 Hours 
I 
-L --L 1.5 HRP 
500 Hours 25°e Steps 25°C Steps 
Note 2 I T I 
1. 75 HR? TA • lOOoe T • loooe 500 Hours A 
t • 160 Hours t • 16 Hours Note 2 
Quantity per manufacturer (*General Semiconductor, Inc) 
(**Transitron) 
NOTES: 
1 ) E lectri ca 1 measurements per Tab Ie 2 were made at 50. 150. 250 and 500 hours. 
2) E lectri ca I measurements per Table 2 were made at 10. 25, 50, 150, 250 and 500 hours. 
3) Electrical measurements per Table 2 were made at the end of each 160 hOll rs. 
4) E lectri ca I measurements per Table 2 were made at the end of each 16 hours. 
18 
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TABLE 2 
PARAMETERS AND ']'EST CONDITIONS 
. 
SPEC. LIKIT CAT. LIMIT 
PAWETER CONDITIONS MIN MAX MIN MAX UNITS 
ICBO @Vca • 80V ... .1 ... 10 ~ 
VCE(SAT) 1 @ Ie • SA ... .6 ... .9 V 
18 • .SA (Pulsed) 
VCE(SAT) 2 @ IC • lOA 
18 • 1A (Pulsed) ... 2.5 :- 3.75 V 
hPE @VCE - SV 50 900 25 1350 ... Ic • 1A (Pulsed) 
NOTES: 
11 In addition, any -pen or short short shall be considered catastrophic 
TABLE 3 
POWER STRESS BURN-IN CONDITIONS 
IE • 200mA 
VeE - Percent Po 
3.7SV 50 
7.S0V 100 
9.4V 125 
11. 25V 150 
13.lV 175 
19 
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,. 
NOTE 
FOR TA8LES 
4 THROUGH 7 
The minimum/maximum initial and final 
data generally have an absolute accuracy 
of +1' of the reading and + one digit 
- -
except for readings greater than 9.g9mA 
which have an absolute accuracy of +2' 
-of the reading and + one digit. The data 
-also have a resolution for four digits. 
The standard ~eviations, means, delta 
means, and average means are, therefore, 
valid indicators of trends over time and 
temperature, excepting the minor 
statistical computer error of supplying 
a constant number of significant digits. 
JAltft2114150 
• ) 
) 
) 
) 
. 
I: 
IE 
S 
.. 
S 
::a 
PARAMETER 
CONDITIONS AND LIMIT 
IOENTIfl CATION 
INI TlAL OATA 
MIN VALUE 
MAX VALUE 
MEAU 
STD OEV 
INTERIM DATA 
POWER 50 TO 12S"J; 
t;,. MEAN VALUE 
50..;: POWER 
SO HilS 
ISO HRS 
250 HRS 
500 HRS 
ICO:/; POWER 
SSO HitS 
650 HRS 
750 HRS 
1000 IIRS 
125~ POWER 
1010 HRS 
1025 HilS 
1050 HRS 
1150 HilS 
12S0 HItS 
lS00 HitS 
GROUP I 
ICBO - • hA(MAX) 
@ Vca - 80V 
r;ST TRN 
970.0pA 700.OpA 
136.OnA 17.40nA 
IS.S7nA 2.8S4nA 
l1.81nA 3.904nA 
43.47nA 9.000pA 
3.S40nA S2.00pA 
-1. 370nA -SO.OOpA 
9.2SOnA -696.0pA 
38.07nA -388. CpA 
60.81nA -428.0pA 
136.7nA -466.0pA 
139.8nA -48.00pA 
*IS.82;tA 3. 113nA 
107.0nA 7.007nA 
*90"i.OnA l70.0pA 
700.9nA 6.S2lnA 
*1. 726IJA 741.0pA 
*21.34~A 2.241nA 
- JAtn'X2R41 so 
TABLE ,. 
- POWER STRESS DATA SUMMARY 
Page 1 of 2 
VCE(SAT)l - .6V(HAX) VCE (SAT)2 - 2.5V(MAX) "FE - 5O(IIIR) .:)oo(MAX) 
i@lc - jA ... (!T, - lOA (! VCE - ,y C IR - • SA (Pulsed) IB - I.A (Pulsed) IC - 1A (Pulsed) 
Cst TRN GSI TIN CSI 11QI 
370.OmV 288.OIIV 178.OIIV 556.o.v 73.50 61.30 
487.OmV 39S.OIIV 989. OlaV 788.o.V 214.0 160.0 
431.IDlV ll6.8 .. V 856.OmV 676.3IIV 127.7 130.3 
28. 62D1V 36.10DlV 64.03l'V 74.58mV 42.47 29.80 
6. lOQaaV 3.5Oo.V 4.000.V· I.SOOmV 7.500 -1.400 
2.30o..V 4.30OmV 7.100DIV I.Soo..V 7.200 -0.800 
1.5Oamv -2.600D1V 3.200mV -2.30OmV 10.10 -1.200 
8.200mV 4.S00DlV 6.~V -S.OOOaav 8.300 -S.800 
4.600&\' 2.900.V 4.IOo.V -4.000aV 9.400 -1.700 
4.200aaV 3.70OmV 6.loo.V -o.200.V 8.100 -1.700 
7.700.V S.40011V -o.40o.V -S.ooo.V 7.900 -I._ 
7.6OODIV 8. SOODIV 9.900aaV -3.700.V 1.800 -0.700 
2.30o.V 1.60OIaV 3.loo.V 2.900.V 6.100 -1.300 
-29.2011V 7.900aV -16.4o.V -3.400aV 11.50 -3.600 
1.10o..V *44.So..V -16.lo..V SO.70aV 12.70 2.200 
-l.IOOaaV S.300aV -14.7o.V 1l.oo.V 19.00 -6.300 
2.000..V 4.30OmV -12.8OIIV 10.lOIIV 21.10 -2.100 
-8.SOOmV -1.700.V -17 .80aV -1.ooo.V 16.00 -1.800 
(continued on second sheet) 
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd) 
(CDntinued fran first sheet) GROUP I - POWER STRESS DATA SUMMARY Page 2 of 2 
PAIW1ETER I CBO - .1lJA(HAX) VCE (SAT)!-·6V(HAX) VCE (SAT)2 - 2.SV (MAX) 
liR-5O(KlII) .900(KAlt) 
CONDITIONS AND LIHITS @ VCB - 80V @: IC • 5A; IB-· SA(Pulse ) @IC-l0A; IB-IA(PulsedJ "a-SV; Ic·1A(Pulsed) 
IDENTIFICATION CSI TRN CSt TIN CSt TRN cSt t1Uf 
INITIAL DATA 
HIN VALUE 910.0pA 100.0pA )74.0mV 288.OmV 778.OmV 556.OIIV 71.50 61.30 
HAX VALUE 136.0nA 17.40nA 487.OmV 39S.OmV 989.0mV 788.OaV 214.0 160.0 
"EAN 15.S7nA 2.8S4nA 431.lmV 336.8mV 8S6.OmV 676.31lV 127.7 130.] 
STD DEV 31.81nA 3.904nA 28.62mV 36.1OmV 64.03llV 74.58mV 42.41 29.80 
INTERI" DATA 
POWER 150 TO 175% 
6. "E.oM VALUE 
150% ~OWER 
ISIO HRS JOI STOPPED 39.70nA JOB STOPPEl -0.900mV J( B STOPPEl 7.40amv ~OB STOPP':» -2.500 
1525 HRS 44.98nA -1.200mV 8.000mV -0.900 
ISSO HRS 244.2nA 12.1OmV 29.5OaaV 0.000 
1650 HRS *1. 401IJA Il.OOmv 3S.1OmV 0.700 
1750 HRS *811.2nA l2.8Omv 28.10llV -8.200 
2000 HRS 816.4:1A 42.00mV 128.o..v -9.300 
115% POWER 
2010 HRS *1.629\.1A *72.2OmV *111. 7.V n.-m 
2025 HRS 898.7nA 81.9OmV 789.1.V *39.00 
2050 HRS 81. S5nA Il.oamv 24.so.V -4.900 
2150 HRS 199.2nA 20.6Omv ]S.6OaV -5.400 
2250 HRS 343. 7 nit. 15.1OmV 35o.3OmV -8.200 
2500 HRS ,i- 391. 7nA , ,I lI8.9mV ,11 
" 
2S8.OaV 
.1 / 2.500 
\ 
, 
FINAL DATA 
"IN VALUE 2.060nA 1.400nA 38g.0mV 371.Oav 775.OmV 152.OIIV 93.10 66.20 
HAX VALUE 99.90lJA 3.200IJA 461.OmV 680.OmV 986.OmV 1.46OV 206.0 181.0 
"EAN 21. 36\.1A 394.6nA 422.6mV 45oS.7mV 838.21lV 934.3IlV 143.7 132.8 
STD DEV 39.47IJA 995. InA 22.1OmV 88.69mV 64. 17.V 21l.SmV ]·9.19 28.18 
* NOTE: CATASTROPHIC REJECT(S) REMOVED FROf DATA AFTD. THIS POIIIT 
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PARAMETERS 
CONDITIONS 
AND LIMITS 
IDENTIFICATION 
INITIAL DATA 
MIN VALUE 
MAX VALUE 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
INTERIM DATA 
(INITIAL TO FINAL) 
.Il MEAN VALUE 
TOTAL HRS TE~!P (TA) 
160 75°C 
320 lOOoC 
480 125°C 
640 ISOoC 
800 17SoC 
960 200°C 
1120 225°C 
1280 250°C 
1440 27SoC 
1600 300°C 
FINAL DATA 
FINAL TEMP 
MIN VALUE 
MAX VALUE 
MEAN 
STD DEV 
GROUP II 
--
TABLE 5 
TEMP STRESS I 
-
............ ' 
Ir.Rn "" • hit' (~·iAX) VCE(SATH - .6V (MAX) 
~ .... - .......... ~ 
~ VCB "" 80V @IC·5A; IB-·SA(Pulsed) 
CSI TRN CSI TRN 
700.0pA II. OpA 389.0mV 311.0mV 
4.050jJA , •• 30nA 5IO.OmV 378.OmV 
16S.3nA 4.8S1nA 447.7mV 346.1mV 
S.630nA 6.294nA 32. 56mV 20. 39mV 
-47.80nA 26.00pA -2.00OmV -1.400mV 
-22.40nA 206.0pA -4.600mV -I.OOOmV 
9I9.1nA -S02.0pA -2.900mV -O.SOOmV 
*13.31].JA 1.403nA -2.S00mV O.ooOrnv 
-242. InA Sa2.0pA 2.900mV O.IOOmV 
-239.8nA -245.0pA -3.80OmV -2.200mV 
*1. 278].JA 1.1S9nA 2.200mV -I.300mV 
*1. 529IJA 2.631nA 4.400mV -0.700mV 
*2. 979IJA 4S6.0pA 2.700mV -4.300mV 
6.42BIJA *396.3nA 11. 80mV 750.9mV 
300°C 300°C 300°C 100°C 
410.0pA 490.0pA 404.0mV 31S.0mV 
66.70jJA S.llOlJA C\I7.0mV 9. 990V 
6. 693IJA 401. 2nA i '. '9.5mV 1.097V 
19.07lJA 1. 3S9jJA I 32.16mV 2.S67V 
...... 
*~: CATASTROPHIC REJECT(S) REMOVED FROM OATA AFTER THIS POINT 
DATA SUMMARY 
VCE (SAT)2 - 2.SV (MAX) 
@IC·l0A; IB-IA(pulsed) 
CSI TRN 
742.0mV 600.OmV 
1.380V I.440V 
908.1mV 82S.5mV 
142.6mV 227.7mV 
-0.60OmV 2.900mV 
-1.600mV -3.700mV 
-I.200mV 4.100mV 
-9.800mV 0.200mV 
-2.S00mV -I.60OmV 
-9.40OmV -14.10mV 
0.900mV -I5.1OmV 
4.10OmV -13.2OmV 
-2.BOOmV -9.700mV 
6.40OmV 636.5mV 
100°C 100°C 
798.OmV 607.OmV 
1.110V 9.990V 
914.5mV 1. 462V 
99. 59mV 2.456V 
, 
..... 
ANT~._ •. . 150 
hpE-SO(MIN),900(MAX) 
@VCE-SV; I C-1A(Pulsed) 
CSI TRN 
66.00 62.50 
142.0 168.0 
107.6 103.2 
24.12 33.23 
-1.900 -1.600 
*-9.240 -2.600 
-1.400 -2.300 
1.200 -1.600 
-0.900 1.300 
2.700 -0.900 
8.600 0.500 
7.900 O.SOO 
7.600 -2.100 
11.70 -14.0B 
1000C 300°C 
79.40 1.700 
156.0 128.0 
119.1 89.12 
28.52 14.68 
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TABLE 6 
GROUP III TEMP STRESS II DATA SUMMARY 
PARAMETERS I CBO - • 1 IJA (MAX) VCRlSAT)1 • .6V (MAX) VCR l SATl2 .. 2. SV (MAX) 
CONDITIONS @VCB .. 80V @Ic·SA; IB-.SA (Pulsed) @Ic-lOA; IB-1A (Pulsed) AND LIMITS 
IDENTIFICATION GSI TRN GSI TRN GSI TRN 
INITIAL DATA 
MIN VALUE 640.0pA 420.0pA 404.OmV 322.OmV 798.OmV 621.OmV 
MAX VALUE 459.0nA 17.60nA 520.OmV 595.OmV 1.240V I.2SOmV 
MEAN 4S.74nA 1.66SnA 479.6mV 398.amV 983.4mV 847.3mV 
STD DEV 111. 6nA 4.117nA 30. 42mV 6S.2OmV I07.lmV 167.SmV 
INTERIM DATA 
(INITIAL TO FINAL) 
h MEAN VALUE 
TOTAL HRS TEMP (TA) 
16 150°C *4.8SSuA 231. OpA O.300mV O.IOOmV 1.20OmV I.OOOmV 
32 175°C *S.234\lA 483.0pA -2.700mV 0.80OmV -S.300mV 0.50OmV 
48 200°C *3.S29\lA 629.0pA 1.200mV IS.3OmV -I.IOOmV 33.0OmV 
64 225°C *1. 722\lA 837.0pA 3.20OmV *98.30mV 12.2OmV 168.7mV 
80 250°C 49.60nA -S74.0pA 2.000mV 2.S0OmV 9.400mV 23.2OmV 
96 27SoC 1. 318uA S.900nA 2.300mV O.600mV 12.0OmV -10.4OmV 
112 300°C *2. 88SuA IS.7enA 1.80OmV 0.600mV 6.000mV -12.3OmV 
FINAL DATA 
FINAL TEMP (TA> 300°C 300°C 300°C 300°C 300°C 300°C 
MIN VALUE 1. SIOnA 420.0pA 436.OmV 323.OmV 842.OmV 622.OmV 
MAX VALUE 11. 90uA 172. DnA S22.OmV 596.OmV I.200V I.250V 
MEAN 2.931\lA 17.36nA 481.4mV 399.4mV 989.4mV 835.OmV 
STD DEV 4. 337\lA 45.20nA 26.3OmV 68. 15mV 109.9mV 159.OmV 
. 
.. N.Q.IE: CATASTROPHIC REJECT(S) REMOVED FROM DATA AFTER THIS POINT 
JANTX2N41SO 
h,E-SO (MIN).900(MAX) 
~VCE·5V; Ic·1A (Pulsed) 
GSI TRN 
75.80 ·56.70 
175.0 150.0 
108.3 112.9 
26.49 28.77 
3.000 0.600 
6.700 2.500 
4.700 2.900 
6.500 2.700 
-3.800 1.400 
4.000 -1.200 
. 3.700 -0.100 
30COC 3000C 
73.90 64.00 
191.0 lSO.O 
112.0 112.8 
35.93 30.02 
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lit' 
PARAMETER 
ICBO 
v CE(SAT)l 
VCE(SAT) 2 
hFE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
LIMIT 
MIN MAX 
- .1 
- .6 
. 
- 2.5 
50 900 
--'" ,_", "--' 
J'ANTX2N4150 
TABLE 7 
FINAL DATA SUMr.1ARY 
U AVERAGE A IN MEAN VALUE 
N MEAN I I NT. POWER STRESS TEMPERATURE STReSS I TEMPERATURE STRESS II T DATA S GSI TRN GSI TRN GSI TRN 
'\ 
ilA *+2.9307 *+.26614 *+2.5892 *+.04020 *+2.7457 +.00332 
v +.00050 *+.01898 +.00082 -.07622 +.00116 I +.01689 
V -.00248 *+.08248 -.00165 +.05863 +.00491 *+.02910 
- +10.950 *+1. 5000 *+2.6260 -2.2880 +3.5429 +1.2571 
ru 
.1 
~, 
* NOTE: CATASTROPHIC REJECT(S) REMOVED FROM DATA AFTER THIS POINT -~' 
.. 
• 
'I 
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TABLE 8 STEP STRESS CATASTROPHIC FAILURE SUMMARY JAN TX2N41SO 
GROUP I POWER STRESS 
TEST MfRA MfRB 
STEP OTY. NOTE OTY. NOTE 
50% 0 
- 0 -SO hr. 
100hr. 0 
-
0 -
100 hr. 0 
-
0 -
250 hr. 0 - 0 -
100% 0 - 0 -SO hr. 
100hr. 0 
-
0 -
100 hr. 0 
-
0 -
250 hr. 0 
-
0 -
125% 3 B 0 
-10 hr. 
15hr . 0 
- 0 -
25 hr. 1 D 1 D 
100 hr. 0 
-
0 
-
100 hr. 1 B 0 
-
2SO hr. 3 B 0 -
150% JOB S 10 hr. OPPED 0 -
15hr. 0 -
25 hr. 0 -
100 hr. 2 B 
100 hr. 1 B 
250 hr. 0 
-
115% N ~ 10hr. 
15 hr. 1 A 
25 hr. 0 -
100 hr. 0 -
100 hr. 0 
-
250 hr. 1# ~ 0 -
GROUP II 160 HR. TEMP. STEPS GROUP III ,. HR. TEMP. STEPS 
TEST MfRA MfRB TEST MfRA MFRB 
STEP OTY. NOTE OTY. {T. \ 
75':(: 0 - 0 
100·C 1 A 0 
125·C 0 - 0 
1SO·C 1 B 0 
17S·C 0 
-
0 
zoo·c 1 A 0 
225·C 1 B 0 
2SO·C 0 
-
0 
27S·C 2 B 0 
300·C 0 - 1 
NOTES: A - h < 25 FE 
B - ICBO > lO~ 
C - VCE(SAT) 1 > 
D - VCE(SAT)l > 
E - Notes A and B 
F - Notes A and C 
NOTE 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
F 
l~~~ QTY. NOTE QTV. NOTE 
1SO·C 1 B 0 
-
17S·C 2 B 0 -
200·C 2 B 0 
-
225·C 1 B 1 D 
250·C 0 
- 0 -
27S·C 0 
-
0 
-
300·C 1 B 0 
-
MFR nAu - GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOR. INC. 
MFR uB" - TRANSITRON 
.9V; VCE (SAT)2 > 3.75V 
.9V 
eo. 
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TABLE 9 STEP STRESS Parametric FAILURE SUMMARY JAN TX214150 
GROUP I POWER STRESS 
TEST MFRA MFRS 
STEP OTY. NOTE OTY. NOTE 
50% 1 A 0 -SO hr. 
100 hr. 0 - 0 -
100 hr. 0 - 0 -
250 hr. 0 
-
0 -
100% 1 SO hr. A 0 -
lGOhr. 0 - 0 -
lGO hr. 1 A 0 -
250 hr. 1 A 0 -
125% 0 
-
0 -10 hr. 
15 hr . 0 - 0 -
25 hr. 1 F 0 
-
100 hr. 3 A 0 
-
100 hr. 4 A 0 -
250 hr. 0 
- 0 -
150% JOB ST PPPED 1 A 10 hr. 
15 hr. 2 A 
25 hr. 0 -
1GOhr. 1 A 
lGOhr. 1 A 
25Ghr. 1 G 
175" 0 -10hr. 
15 hr. 1 H 
25 hr. 0 
-
100 hr. 0 -
lGOhr. 1 A 
250 hr. , ,~ 0 -
GROUP II 160 HR. TEMP. STEPS GR()UIt III ,. HR. TIMf'. STDS 
TEST MFRA 
STEP
l
) (TA OTY. NOTE 
7S·C ~1 ~B 
l00·C 0 -
125·C 0 -
-
lSO·C 1 A 
17S·C 0 
-
2OO·C LVi L0 
225·C 1 A 
250·C 0 
-
27S·C 0 
-
300·C 2 A 
MFRS I TEST 
OTY. NOTE fT~ 
0 - lSO·C 
0 - 17S·C 
0 - 200·C 
0 - 22S·C 
0 
- I 250·C 
0 _ i 27S·C 
0 I 
-
3OO·C 
0 -
0 -
)../3 ~D 
MFRA MFRa i 
OTY. NOTE QTY. NOTE 
4 A 0 -
0 
-
0 
-
2 A 0 
-
1 A 0 
-
0 
-
0 
-
0 - 1 E 
0 
-
1 A 
MFR nA" - GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOIl, DlC. 
MFR "B" - TRANSITRON 
NOTES: A - ICBO limit failure 
B - SIN 9435 removed from testing as MIL-~-19500 failure 
C - SIN 9434 removed from testing as MIL-S-19500 failure 
D - SIN 9486, 9493, 9495 removed from testing as visual rejects 
due to handling 
E - SIN 9500 removed from testing as visual reject due to handli~g 
F - SIN 9416 removed from testing as HIL-S-19500 failure 
G - VCE(SAT) 1 maximum limit failure 
H - ~E maximum limit failure Cot 
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APPENDIX 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 
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I FAILURE ANALYSIS 
I 
JIM 2CN242-06A 
Date 15 December 1978 
P/N ____ ~2_N_41_5_0 ______ MFR __ ~G~E~m~~~~S~~~I~C~ON~D~U_CT~O~R~,.~I~IN~C~. ______ ~ 
I SIN 9426 has no significant visual defects. 
SIN 9428 has oxide pinholes which bare the emitter-base junction (see Figure A-2). 
I----------------------------------------~ 
I .hFE trace present. Cannot meet stated test conditions. (Leaky) •• hpE trace very leaky. 
- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Dadrift H=hysteresis Inv=inversion R=resistive S=soft Uns=unstable 
\. 29 
·,...: --------···------J-AR-.,X-2M-4-15-0~ 
I FAILURE AN1\LYSIS 
Date 15 December 1978 
PIN 2N4150 MFR TRANSITRON 
I 2CN242-06A JIM 
End Pt.: Frd Pt. : 
101'A End Pts.: 0.9V I . 
Max. 25-1350 Max. 
ICBO BVEBO hFE VBEO Vc:E(SAT 
-l'A- -volts- @ IC • -volts- INI'l'IAL INITIAL @ IC-5J , 
@ VCB • 1.0 A; @ IBEO• 
REJ. A'l' 'l'ES'l' REJ FOil 18 • 
VCE • 
SEQUENCE NO.: 5 0mA 80 V. 10 rnA (volts 5 V 
I BVCEO BVCBO 
-volts- -volts-
SIN 
I 
I SIN 9468 has an area of emitter metallization which shows evidence of melting (see Figure A-3). 
SIN 9477 has no Significant visual defects. 
I SIN 9480 has a cracked die (see Figure A-4). 
I--_----_------------------------------~ 
I .hFE trace present~ Cannot meet stated test conditions. (Leaky) •• hFE trace very leaky. 
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
D=drift H=hysteresis Inv-inversion R=resistive S=soft Uns=unstable 
30 
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CONCLUSION 
The General Semiconductor samples all have 
surface inversions and leakage due to contamina-
tion. The bare junction areas on SIN 9428 and the 
extremely high temperature experienced by SIN 9421 
contriibuted to the contamination vulnerability of 
those samples. 
There is a voltage threshold on these parts 
where the inversion and drift of I CBO is 
triggered. Once begun, the leakage continues to 
increase over many seconds. This trigger voltage 
and slow increase in leakage explains why SIN 9421 
passed the I CBO test at 80 volts. 
SIN 9477, which is rejectable for high VCE(SAT) 
has low resistance contacts to emitter, collector 
and base. The high saturation voltage must then be 
due to changes in bulk silicon such as an increase 
in base resistivity caused by migration of gold 
under the heat and bias of the stress test. 
SIN 9480 ha~ a cracked die. 
31 
FIGURE A-I 
C: 
0:· 
SiN 9421. Gener.,l Semicondllctor, 29X. 
This sample exhibits evidence of 
melted metallization. 
nr:uRE A-2 
SiN 9428, Gcncr~l Semiconductor. 400X. 
The .1rrow indiC'ntes itn oxide hole whi ch 
bares the emitter-base junction. 
JANTX2N4150 
nr.IIHF. 11-'3 
SIN 9468, Tr:ln~itTon, BOX, 
The aTrow~ indir.1le are;'ls of melted 
aluminum metallization. 
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FIC:UHE 11-4 
SIN 9480. Tro1llsitron, 29X. 
IIrrow indicates cro1~ks in siLicon ~ie. 
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